A bright, talented young boy built a clock and took it to school. Unfortunately, his name is Ahmed Mohamed. fb.me/6OWAb2j7I
10:04 PM - 15 Sep 2015

Ahmed Mohamed retweeted
Yousef Munayar @YousefMunayar · Sep 16
This happened in Texas but make no mistake, with extent of anti-Muslim stereotyping in the US, it could happen anywhere

#IStandWithAhmed

Ahmed Mohamed retweeted
shannonwoodward @shannonwoodward · Sep 16
That moment when school can't tell the diff b/w a clock & a bomb but since the kid is brown, they arrest him just in case #IStandWithAhmed

Ahmed Mohamed retweeted
Marc Lamont Hill @marclamonthill · 10h
Hoping that the #istandwithahmed movement translates into a substantive national conversation on race, punishment, and incarceration.
A 14 year old making a HOMEMADE CLOCK is labeled a terrorist just because he is Muslim? This is islamophobia at its finest #IStandWithAhmed
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Insult Blacks, its racism. Insult Jews, its antisemitism. Insult women, its sexism. Insult Muhammad/Islam, its 'free speech' - Asad Khan #MuslimRage

society is teaching a young mind that no matter what he goes to accomplish, people will only see the color of his skin #IStandWithAhmed
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#IStandWithAhmed because when I brought my robotics projects to school no one called me a terrorist.
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